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Gleipnir 8
Dwarf rabbit Haru has been abducted by Shishi-gumi, a gang of rogue lions
infamous for torturing, murdering and devouring herbivores. The mayor offers to
help, but can he be trusted when he himself is a lion? Meanwhile, Legoshi tracks
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Haru’s scent, determined to rescue her at any cost, while Haru both defies her
captors and tries to accept her fate. Elsewhere, red deer Louis is faced with a
terrible temptation -- VIZ Media

Titles
One night at Cherryton Academy, an herbivore student is brutally murdered.
Among the members of the Drama Club, the herbivores’ suspicions naturally turn
to their carnivore classmates The prime suspect? Wolf Legoshi. But he wouldn’t
hurt a fly. Or would he? Will dwarf rabbit Haru bring out the beast in him? Or are
his feelings for hersomething else? -- VIZ Media

Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily Life Vol. 6
Blast from the Past! Howzer whips up a huge storm in an attempt to defeat Diane,
but even a human-sized giant can stand strong against the f iercest tempests. In
the next match, Meliodas faces Cain, who conjures terrifying fire magic while also
leveling fiery accusations at Meliodas about his rumored involvement in the
destruction of Danafell. How will Meliodas respond? Can he take the punishment
for his alleged sins?
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GIGANT Vol. 4
After learning the truth of the world they find themselves in, the orphans finally
make their way out of the forest. With their improved survival skills, Emma, Ray
and the other children arrive at the location laid out in Minerva’s hidden message.
But awaiting them there is a new kind of challenge -- VIZ Media

BEASTARS, Vol. 9
An adult fantasy/horror epic of monumental proportions, Kentaro Miura's Berserk is
now offered at its original published size in handsome deluxe hardcover editions
each collecting three volumes of the acclaimed manga series. Marked with the
unholy Brand of Sacrifice that draws the damned to him, Guts the Black
Swordsman battles the minions of Hell that thwart his search for Casca, his former
captain and lover. But Casca, too, is marked with the Brand, and Guts must find
her before the legions of the abyss do! Collects Berserk volumes 16-18.

BEASTARS, Vol. 5
After successfully changing Kamoshida's heart, Akira and his friends decide to
continue operating as the Phantom Thieves. Not long after, they meet famous
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Japanese artist Ichiryusai Madarame and his student Yusuke Kitagawa. The
Phantom Thieves hear rumors that Madarame might be up to some shady stuff.
Ann accepts Yusuke's request to model for him in the hopes that she can get some
information out of him, but Yusuke refuses to hear it! Will the Phantom Thieves be
able to expose Madarame's crimes? And what is the startling truth about Yusuke's
past? -- VIZ Media

Immortal Hulk Vol. 6
Now that Ferid’s been rescued, Yuichiro and the gang regroup at Guren’s childhood
home. There, Guren reveals a terrible secret—the angel that was summoned with
the original apocalypse is trapped inside, and Yuichiro and his friends must work
together to defeat it! Meanwhile, Krul is taken to Second Progenitor Urd Geales,
the current leader of the vampires. While there, she reveals some old secrets of
her own -- VIZ Media

Assassination Classroom
Golden Kamuy
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Collects Immortal Hulk #26-30. Bruce Banner is just getting started! He has an
underground fortress. He has powerful allies. He’s even got henchmen. He’s got
everything he needs to declare total war on human society. Bruce Banner is the
most dangerous man in the world! Now, the Immortal Hulk is taking the fight to
Earth’s lords and masters: the Roxxon Corporation. But when you mess with the
Minotaur, you get the horns! Meanwhile, who are the members of the new Teen
Brigade, and what role will they play in the Immortal Hulk’s newest scheme? Plus:
Years ago, the first Gamma Bomb unleashed a terrifying creature with impossible
strength who raged against the world. The authorities gave the beast a name — a
name the whole world knows. But it was someone else’s name first, and now the
Hulk That Was has returned to take the name back!

Puzzle Master (Hello Neighbor)
As gray wolf Legoshi continues to grapple with his feelings for dwarf rabbit Haru,
he discovers another member of the Drama Club is friendly with her too. But just
how friendly? Meanwhile, someone is developing feelings for Legoshi. And Bengal
tiger Bill is threatening to reveal some disturbing truths about someone’s past -VIZ Media

Destiny Lovers Vol. 1
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Shuichi Kagaya an ordinary high school kid in a boring little town. But when a
beautiful classmate is caught in a warehouse fire, he discovers a mysterious
power- He can transform into a furry dog with an oversized revolver and a zipper
down his back. He saves the girl's life, sharing his secret with her. But she's
searching for the sister who killed her family, and she doesn't care how degrading
it gets- She will use Shuichi to accomplish her mission

Highschool of the Dead
Gray wolf Legoshi confirms the identity of alpaca Tem’s murderer after a Drama
Club member is maimed during rehearsal. In the wake of the incident, the
Cherryton Academy administration resolves to segregate classrooms and disband
interspecies clubs. The edict causes an uproar, and the absence of red deer Louis’s
leadership is keenly felt. However, Bengal tiger Bill and Angora goat Els, as well as
gray wolf Juno, gain insight into themselves and their relationships. Plus, a
flashback to Legoshi’s tragic childhood and family. -- VIZ Media

BEASTARS, Vol. 6
Long ago, Fujishiro Kosuke declared his love to his childhood friend, Sayaka-chan.
But his pledge to save his first sexual experience for her takes a shocking turn
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when he's suddenly abducted and thrown into a secret prison run by beautiful
women in fetish gear. His seductive kidnappers will use every kink at their disposal
to try to rob Kosuke of his virginity. Who are these women, and why are they trying
to break Kosuke's solemn promise to Sayaka-chan?

The Machinations of My Revenge Will Be Cold, Swift, and
Absolutely Ridiculous
Takashi and his fellow students join up with a band of survivors who have
barricaded themselves inside a local mall. Though the shopping center seems a
well-stocked place to hide from the undead lurking outside, the policewoman in
charge is having a hard time maintaining peace within. The group from Fujimi High
would rather not get involved in a power struggle and tries to stay under the radar
until they are ready to set off again. But with so many attractive, buxom girls
among the students, it may be nearly impossible to avoid unwanted attention of
the worst kind

Gleipnir 7
Eight years after Dev Miski's first championship game, he's back in the playoffs
chasing that elusive ring. Lee is chasing a promotion, one step closer to his dream
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job in the world of football. To get through these two weeks, they'll have to
remember who they are-and decide who they want to be.

Berserk Deluxe Volume 5
All-new adventures featuring the beloved characters of the hit Nintendo video
game! The Turf Wars have started in Inkopolis, and the team that inks the most
ground will be crowned the winner! Based on the hit Nintendo games! You won’t
believe who has joined Team Blue to fill in for a missing teammate so they can
compete in the Square King Ranked Battle Cup! Get ready for a whole new arc
featuring some mixed-up new teams! Plus, a bonus story featuring Emperor!

Ultraman
BEASTARS, Vol. 4
Who is Hokuto, really, and why has he shown up in the middle of a battle wearing
an unsanctioned and unidentified Ultraman suit? His appearance is just another
mystery on Shinjiro’s list of unanswered questions. The machinations of shadowy
enemies are emerging, and Shinjiro finds himself even more shocked as events
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unfold. -- VIZ Media

BEASTARS, Vol. 6
At this high school, instead of jocks and nerds, the students are divided into
predators and prey. At a high school where the students are literally divided into
predators and prey, friendships maintain the fragile peace. Who among them will
become a Beastar—a hero destined to lead in a society naturally rife with mistrust?
As gray wolf Legoshi and dwarf rabbit Haru’s relationship intensifies, gray wolf
Juno’s jealousy grows. Red deer Louis’s mysterious absence from school has
ramifications for both his friends and his enemies. And while the lion gang Shishigumi chooses a new leader, Cherryton Academy’s headmaster attends the Council
of Living Beings to choose the school’s next Beastar. Plus, a flashback to Legoshi’s
and Jack’s puppyhoods and the social engineering following the world war that led
to the current fragile truce between carnivores and herbivores.

BEASTARS, Vol. 8
The pulse-pounding original prequel series based on the stealth horror video game
Hello Neighbor continues!
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Toilet-bound Hanako-kun, Vol. 1
Dark, disturbing, sexy, and shameful, this new sci-fi action manga stars a
dominating teenage girl searching for a sister who became a monster, and a
submissive boy with the strange power to turn into a ragged but powerful beast,
with a zipper down his back and a compartment on the inside just big enough to
hold a human body. It's like Pokémon with a dose of S&M! Shuichi Kagaya an
ordinary high school kid in a boring little town. But when a beautiful classmate is
caught in a warehouse fire, he discovers a mysterious power: He can transform
into a furry dog with an oversized revolver and a zipper down his back. He saves
the girl's life, sharing his secret with her. But she's searching for the sister who
killed her family, and she doesn't care how degrading it gets: She will use Shuichi
to accomplish her mission

The Seven Deadly Sins
A multigenerational tale of the heroic Joestar family and their never-ending battle
against evil! In April 1999, Jotaro Kujo travels to a town in Japan called Morioh to
find a young man named Josuke Higashikata, the secret love child of his
grandfather, Joseph Joestar. Upon finding him, Jotaro is surprised to learn that
Josuke also possesses a Stand. After their strange meeting, the pair team up to
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investigate the town’s proliferation of unusual Stands! Yoshikage Kira’s true
identity is revealed! The serial killer lurks around Morioh, killing as he pleases and
enjoying a quiet life. But his secretive existence is slowly but surely coming to
light, and soon he’ll be forced to pay for his sins. Can Kira evade detection, avoid
capture and live to kill again?

The Promised Neverland, Vol. 7
Everyone in Kanna's world is getting along splendidly, and she is enjoying her
elementary school life. Reading, marathons, and, of course, school lunches--Kanna
loves them all. Not to mention going to the candy store after school! But what will
she do when an unexpected change comes over Saikawa-san? The cold of winter
fades into the warmth of summer. Which is faster--the changing of the seasons or
children growing up?

Kakegurui Twin, Vol. 6
Down a whopping five million yen, Mary is sent flying into debt, her pride as a
gambler in shambles. As she mentally resigns herself to housepet-dom, a ray of
hope shines through the tunnel in the form of Juraku's collared pet and Mary-hater,
Mikura Sado! Together, the odd duo must join hands to defeat the ultimate dream
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team-the Ougatou sisters. Does Mary still have what it takes to become a winner?!

Seraph of the End
Twins Kanba and Shoma live with their terminally ill little sister, Himari. One day,
they visit the aquarium, a place full of warm memories for Himari, but she
suddenly falls ill--and dies! At that very moment, a voice cries out, "Survival
Tactic!" and Himari, wearing a penguin hat, comes back to life?!

Berserk Deluxe Volume 6
It's been a long time coming. When the Homelander finally sets an army of
superheroes against the forces of the United States military, Billy Butcher and The
Boys must finish the job they were recruited for: to take every superhero out of the
picture. While the battle rages on the White House lawn, Frenchie and the Female
are unleashed, Mother's Milk uncovers a terrible secret at Vought-American, and
Wee Hughie discovers the senses-shattering truth behind Butcher's ultimate plan
of vengeance. Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson proudly present the final,
bloodiest chapter of The Boys.

Splatoon, Vol. 9
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Kentaro Miura's epic adult fantasy/horror series is an international sensation and is
now featured in 7x10 deluxe hardcover editions! Griffith, the mutilated leader of
the Band of the Hawk mercenaries, offers up his command to the demon lords of
the Godhand in exchange for a rebirth into beauty--and terrible power. But the
Hawks' berserker champion, Guts, will take on perdition itself to save his lover,
Casca, from the profane violations that only Hell can offer! Collects Berserk
volumes 13-15, and includes Berserk Prototype, the original Berserk submission
story.

Assassination Classroom
In the aftermath of tragedy, the students of 3-E nevertheless march proudly in
their graduation ceremony. Will their futures still unfold as planned? And what will
they do with their reward money? Then, enjoy a long side story revealing what
Koro Sensei was really up to over winter break! Can Koro Sensei truly make a
friend and ally out of anyone?! Plus, a bonus short story with all-new characters,
set in a dystopian future. -- VIZ Media

Kagerou Daze, Vol. 6 (light novel)
Koro Sensei’s lessons in verbal defense are put to the test when Karma must use
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his brains instead of his brawn to rescue a classmate. Then things finally begin to
go smoothly for the students of 3-E. Everyone receives some good news about
their futures, and Nagisa settles on a career goal. But the peace is broken when
the world’s nations miraculously manage to coordinate their efforts long enough to
launch a plan to assassinate Koro Sensei—with the aid of the strongest mercenary
in the world and an ultimate weapon! Will anyone break ranks to protect
everyone’s favorite tentacled teacher? -- VIZ Media

BEASTARS
It’s time for the Meteor Festival, which honors the world’s dinosaur ancestors.
While helping to decorate the town, gray wolf Legoshi runs into dwarf rabbit Haru
and finds he is still inexorably drawn to her. Is it a crush or bloodlust? Is it her or
any small animal? Relationships are complicated for carnivores—their bird
classmates lay the eggs they eat, and some desperate herbivores even sell their
body parts on the black market. Then, when Bengal tiger Bill is tempted to buy a
piece of forbidden meat, he tries to convince Legoshi to join him -- VIZ Media

Kakegurui - Compulsive Gambler -, Vol. 12
Candidates for Hyakkaou Academy's presidential election receive an exclusive
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invitation to a rock paper scissors tournament with one perk-the winner gets to
walk away with all the votes! With big names like Yumemi Yumemite and Erimi
Mushibami on the roster, the road to victory isn't for the weak-especially not when
your opponent is the gambling demon Yumeko herself!

JoJo's Bizarre Adventure: Part 4--Diamond Is Unbreakable, Vol.
5
As gray wolf Legoshi and dwarf rabbit Haru’s relationship intensifies, gray wolf
Juno’s jealousy grows. Red deer Louis’s mysterious absence from school has
ramifications for both his friends and his enemies. And while the lion gang Shishigumi chooses a new leader, Cherryton Academy’s headmaster attends the Council
of Living Beings to choose the school’s next Beastar. Plus, a flashback to Legoshi’s
and Jack’s puppyhoods and the social engineering following the world war that led
to the current fragile truce between carnivores and herbivores. -- VIZ Media

PENGUINDRUM Vol. 1
Dwarf rabbit Haru’s odd behavior causes gray wolf Legoshi to flee. He then learns
that the Drama Club recruits new students with inner demons. What does their
club president, red deer Louis, wrestle with? Before Legoshi can figure it out, Louis
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pressures him to face not only his own weaknesses but also his strengths.
Legoshi’s character is truly put to the test when his onstage fight choreography
with Bengal tiger Bill turns all too real. Has someone broken the school rules? And
could the battle between Legoshi and Bill involverabbits? -- VIZ Media

BAKEMONOGATARI (manga), Volume 6
"Hanako-san, Hanako-sanare you there?" At Kamome Academy, rumors abound
about the school's Seven Mysteries, one of which is Hanako-san. Said to occupy
the third stall of the third floor girls' bathroom in the old school building, Hanakosan grants any wish when summoned. Nene Yashiro, an occult-loving high school
girl who dreams of romance, ventures into this haunted bathroombut the Hanakosan she meets there is nothing like she imagined! Kamome Academy's Hanakosanis a boy!

BEASTARS
standard surreality Mio finally has her dream come true. Ms Nakamura ends up in a
nightmare situation after discovering the shinonome lab. The Princess goes on a
rampage to recover wood cubes. Mai makes a new friend, and nio makes a
heartbreaking discovery that propels her to learn something important about life
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BEASTARS
From the bestselling novel series by renowned author NisiOisiN, comes the manga
adaptation of the MONOGATARI Series featuring artwork by Oh! Great. The tale of
Kabaru Suruga and the curse of the Monkey Paw. Can Koyomi and Hitagi remove
the curse?

Nichijou, 6
It was a never ending long, long summer day when Shintarou feels a sudden
change in his body. While this is happening, he has a momentous meeting with his
upperclassman, who tells Shintarou the secret truths about this world's past. What
in the world is going on?

Persona 5, Vol. 3
The newest manga from the blockbuster creator behind Gantz and Inuyashiki!
Don't miss this intense science fiction tale of epic proportions. Rei Yokoyamada, a
high schooler whose father works for a film production company, is inspired to
create his own short film with his friends. One day, while out to find actors, he
spots tabloid-like notices that the adult film star Papico lives in his area. When he
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takes them down to protect her, he runs into the woman herself. Little does he
know that Papico is about to get dragged into a strange, supernatural
happeningwhere she grows to the size of a giant!

The Boys Omnibus Vol 6
Gray wolf Legoshi begins training with giant panda Gohin in order to better protect
his friend, but he faces an ethical paradox when he is told he must eat meat to
grow more powerful. Meanwhile, herbivorous red deer Louis is choking down the
flesh of beasts to maintain his status as the leader of a carnivorous lion gang. Yet
when he runs into Legoshi carrying a bag of meat, Louis feels betrayed. Legoshi
continues to train, becoming more powerful in some ways yet weaker in
others—and then his grades begin to drop. Even worse, dwarf rabbit Haru is mad
at him! -- VIZ Media

Japan Sinks
Tetsuzo Nihei, the legendary Bear Killer, is determined to become the hunter who
kills Retar, the last remaining Ezo wolf. Asirpa will never allow this, and she and
Immortal Sugimoto race to stop his bloodthirsty quest. Meanwhile, in the port city
of Otaru, Hijikata, the relentless head of the reborn Shinsengumi, leads a band of
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death row inmates against Lt. Tsurumi and his 7th Division. In this clash of iron
resolve, only the strongest will survive. -- VIZ Media
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